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Comparing conceptions of
mathematical and computational
thinking cycles

TALKING POINT:
WHAT ARE
MATHEMATICAL THINKING
AND COMPUTATIONAL
THINKING AND WHAT
IS THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN THEM?
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• Mathematical thinking
(MT) and computational
thinking (CT) are both types
of abstract problem solving
approaches which may have
some overlap

• CT is evolving in comparison
with the longer-established
MT
• Using both MT and CT
might support students in
feeling comfortable with
trial and error, ambiguity
and flexibility. Both
support students becoming
independent learners and can
be learned at any age
• CT is more constrained by
hardware and real-world
constraints than MT; CT may
apply more broadly than MT
• Processes common to both
may include decomposition,
algorithm design and
modelling thinking
• MT can be practised in the
context of computational tools
and CT in the context
of mathematics
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Understanding
the problem
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IN SUMMARY

• MT and CT are similar in that
they can both be improved
upon by practice with
reflection; they may support
one another
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Adapted from Repenning et al,
in Rich & Hodges (2017)

Mathematical thinking (MT) and computational thinking (CT) are interrelated
and are both highly complex. MT is a process that can be viewed through
many different lenses and involves the application of mathematical skills to
solve maths problems1 and is provoked by contradiction, tension and surprise
and supported by an atmosphere of questioning, challenging and reflecting2.
CT is ‘an approach to solving problems in a way that can be implemented
with a computer’ and is distinct from computer science3. In comparison with
MT, CT is a relatively new area of research without complete consensus
on a definition, but it has been suggested it may comprise problem
decomposition, abstraction, algorithmic design, debugging, iteration, and
generalisation4. It also involves an iterative design, refinement and reflection
process that is central to creative thinking5. Supporting teachers to learn more
about CT and how it might support learning in a variety of contexts has been
identified as a priority6.
IMPLICATIONS: Compared with MT, CT is a new domain that requires
further research in understanding its place in the classroom
Shared information about MT and CT help students to see the connections
between them. It is useful for mathematics teachers to know about CT and
for computing teachers to know about MT

'The power of computational
thinking is that it applies to
every other type of reasoning’

‘Science and mathematics
are becoming computational
endeavors’

Barr & Stephenson, 1999

Weintrop et al, 2015
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There are similarities between MT and CT. Both are problem-solving methodologies as they involve the recognition of
pattern in problem structures. They both also involve processes such as decomposition (breaking down problems into
smaller steps); algorithm design (working out general principles from multiple examples); and modelling thinking (translating
objects or phenomena from the real world into mathematical equations, and/or computer relations)7. There are also
more general heuristics and behaviours in problem solving that they have in common, such as abstracted thinking and
metacognition, building up comfort with trial and error, ambiguity, flexibility, and being able to consider and evaluate
multiple ways to solve problems. Both MT and CT can be developed at any age and, when learners are proficient enough,
practised with increasing independence4.
IMPLICATIONS: Processes common to both may include decomposition, algorithm design and modelling thinking
Applying both MT and CT may support students in building up comfort with trial and error, ambiguity and flexibility
MT and CT are both ways to engage in problem-solving and can both be improved upon by practice with reflection, can
be developed at any age and may allow for students to become more independent learners
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There is increasing interest in including some aspects of computational thinking within mathematics curricula: skills such as
pattern recognition and decomposition, designing and using abstraction, using appropriate computing tools and defining
algorithms have been identified as part of the mathematical problem solving process.8
The use of computational tools and skillsets can deepen the learning and experience of mathematics or provide ‘powerful
new techniques for employing mathematics to model complex phenomena’5. Mathematics also provides a meaningful
context (and set of problems) for using computational thinking. CT and MT can intersect – for example, in the application of
software in the mathematics and/or computer science classroom9,10,11. In applying a mathematical concept to software, both
CT and MT are used in decomposing the mathematical problem, thinking in an abstract manner, producing or choosing
an algorithm suitable for the problem and debugging any errors that may arise. Examples may be found in probability,
statistics, measurement and functions where software applications such as MS Excel, Scratch or graphing calculators will
involve CT. Curriculum planning documents, such as the new 2021 PISA framework, are beginning to refer to the use of CT
in mathematics; for example as part of mathematical literacy12.
IMPLICATIONS: MT can be practised in the context of computational tools and skillsets; CT can be applied in the
context of mathematics
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Where MT is confined to mathematical problems with mathematical components, there is increasing evidence that CT
applies more broadly, and in a more comprehensible manner, to the complex processes and relationships in the arts as
well as the sciences2,4. Whilst it is possible to use CT to solve theoretical as well as practical problems4, more usually CT
must take cognisance of the physical constraints of computing hardware and of the real world, whereas MT tends more
towards an abstract structure. One simplistic model which considered differences highlighted aspects such as data mining,
networking and robotics as singular to CT, and arithmetic, algebra and geometry to MT13. As research into school-based
CT develops, more will be understood about its relationship with MT and where it should reside in the curriculum.
IMPLICATIONS: CT is more constrained by hardware and real-world constraints than MT, but may apply more
broadly
Any comparison between MT and CT should take into account concepts, practices and perspectives in order to be useful
Further research is needed to clarify the implications of CT and its place in national curricula
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